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In recent years, the attention given to AI has increased dramatically, and NTT DOCOMO 
is continuing its various initiatives to create value and solve social issues with AI. 
This article describes the significance of AI in DOCOMO’s thinking, and DOCOMO’s 
AI core technology developments and AI platform strategies. Also, this article in-
troduces “AI agent,” “AI taxi,” “AI stamp rally” and “disease prevention and early 
discovery” as specific examples of DOCOMO’s AI initiatives. Finally, this article 
describes the future outlook for the “Beyond 2020” vision. 

 
 
 

1. Introduction 
We are now in the third Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) boom after the two previous booms since AI 
first appeared in 1956. This is because it’s now pos-
sible to handle big data at practical costs thanks 
to advances in computing power and algorithms. 
There are three specific reasons why the boom 

in AI has occurred, as follows: 

(1) Increases in the amount of available data 
Data now exists at an effective level for 

machine learning due to the increase in the 
amount of data available with the spread of 
digital devices such as smartphones, cameras, 
and PCs, and information publishing ser-
vices such as social networking services, User 
Generated Contents (UGC)*1, and video sites. 

(2) Improvement of computing power 
The spread and increase of hardware 

©2018 NTT DOCOMO, INC. 
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies. 
 

*1 UGC: A generic name for contents created by users. 
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environments such as General Purpose compu-
ting on Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU)*2 
that enable high-speed, large-scale floating-
point computations, cloud computing environ-
ments that are easily scalable to suit different 
purposes, and high-performance memory, 
Solid-State Drives (SSD), and optical networks 
to handle high speeds with infrastructure have 
made it possible to use large-scale compu-
ting resources cheaply. 

(3) Advances in learning algorithms and the 
spread of libraries*3 
In addition to the dramatically improved 

performance of learning through “deep learn-
ing*4,” one of the types of machine learning 
technologies, the open sourcing of software 
libraries such as TensorFlow®*5 and the 
spread of library environments that enable 
easy trial-and-error have accelerated the ma-
chine learning Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) 
cycle*6.  

With these factors, the focus on AI has increased 
in academia, business and the mass media, and a 
large movement of investment and human resources 
into these fields from all over the world has oc-
curred, resulting in the wide spread of AI. 
Generally, AI applications are split into two 

types - “general-purpose” and “specific-purpose.” 
Theoretically, general-purpose AI is not restricted 

to particular work or tasks, but has generalized 
capabilities similar to or greater than humans, and 
can apply its own capabilities to respond beyond the 
scope of its specifically programmed functions. A 
typical example is an autonomous robot with its 
own will that appears in animation and so forth. 

However, there are no current prospects for the 
realization of such technology due to hurdles such 
as the difficulty of gathering correct training data 
over a wide area. 
In contrast, specific-purpose AI is designed to 

perform a specific task, and is specialized with one 
function such as the games Go or Shogi or for tasks 
such as image recognition, machine translation or 
dialogue. A typical example of specific-purpose AI 
is Google’s “AlphaGo*7” developed using deep learn-
ing, and renown for beating professional Go play-
ers. Currently, the AI that has spread in society 
and through various fields of business is this spe-
cific-purpose type. This does not simply entail the 
use of AI technology - more important is the way 
it is used in combination with domain knowledge*8. 
In addition, because better results can be gained 
efficiently by machine learning with large amounts 
of data in some cases rather than humans think-
ing up the procedures to solve a problem using 
their knowledge and experience, securing over-
whelming amounts of data is becoming ever more 
crucial. 
NTT DOCOMO has also built a specific-purpose 

AI (known as “narrow-AI”) platform for analyzing 
and using data, and we are which it is continuing to 
apply it to various areas of business with the aim of 
creating value and solving social issues. This article 
describes the future direction of AI at NTT DOCOMO. 

2. NTT DOCOMO Initiatives 
2.1 The Significance of AI Technology 

in NTT DOCOMO’s Thinking 
With AI technology, we aim to achieve the ul-

timate personal agent, and solve social issues and 

*2 GPGPU: The use of GPUs ordinarily used in computers for
rendering and other types of image processing for other types
of applications. GPGPU excels at parallel distributed processing. 

*3 Library: A collection of high-versatility programs which are
reusable. 

*4 Deep learning: Machine learning using a neural network with

a multi-layered structure. 
*5 TensorFlow®: A deep learning programming framework. A

registered trademark of Google LLC. 
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Figure 1  The significance of AI Technology in NTT DOCOMO’s thinking 

make industry more efficient (Figure 1).  
As part of our medium-term strategy to 2020, 

the “Declaration beyond,” the former initiative aims 
to achieve an AI agent that will transform the life-
styles of our customers and become an indispen-
sable item for “personal” lifestyles in various scenes. 
This agent will use AI technologies for natural-
language dialogue and behavior prediction to ac-
curately understand information that customers 
want and provide optimized suggestions with ap-
propriate timing. An example of this is the “my 
daiz™*9” AI agent service.  
The latter is the “+d*10” (co-creation) initiative 

to generate new value by using the core technol-
ogies and big data required to achieve the afore-
mentioned personal agent combined with the big 
data and domain knowledge of partner companies. 
An example of this is the “AI taxi” to predict fu-
ture taxi demand using deep learning by combin-
ing NTT DOCOMO’s population statistics data gen-
erated from cellular networks with the operational 

data of a taxi company [1], described later.  

2.2 AI Core Technology Development 
The main AI technology field is broadly divid-

ed into four categories: 
•  Recognition: Recognition of images, voice and 
language etc. 

•  Judgment/optimization: Demand prediction, 
error detection, optimal route discovery, judg-
ment support in medicine/law etc. 

•  Generation: Generation of images, voice and 
text etc. 

•  Control: Control of autonomous driving and 
robots etc. 

At NTT DOCOMO, we are developing compet-
itive AI core technologies focusing on recognition, 
judgment/optimization using big data collected 
through NTT DOCOMO’s customer base. These 
developments also include applying technologies 
to solve current issues, polishing technologies while 

AI supporting “the individual”
The ultimate personal agent

AI for “society/industry”
Social issue-solving and 
making industry efficient

Realizing a must-have item to provide support 
in everyday situations through to major life 

decisions

Domain knowledge, 
proprietary data

Technology, data, 
personnel

Partner companies

Co-
creation

Creating new value through +d by combining 
the assets of NTT DOCOMO with those of 

partner companies

 

*6 PDCA cycle: A method of ensuring smooth running of business.
The PDCA cycle entails repeatedly and continually running
through the four steps of (1) Plan (planning), (2) Do (performing), (3)
Check (measuring results) and (4) Act (making improvements). 

*7 AlphaGo: A trademark or registered trademark of Google
LLC. 

*8 Domain knowledge: Knowledge or information such as trends
and so forth about a target business or industry. 

*9 my daiz™: my daiz and the my daiz logo is a trademark of
NTT DOCOMO, INC. 

*10 +d: Name of the NTT DOCOMO initiative for creating new
value together with partner companies. 
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Figure 2  The platform promotion process 

acquiring feedback, and pursuing cutting-edge tech-
nologies through the use of NTT group technolo-
gies and partnerships with top class research in-
stitutions both in Japan and abroad, such as par-
ticipation in the Stanford Data Science Initiative 
(SDSI)*11 run by Stanford University [2]. 

2.3 AI Platform Strategies 
Regarding the aforementioned AI core technolo-

gies, we are progressing with the creation of a 
platform in co-creation with partners to expand 
the scope of industries using the technology. This 
process consists of: 
(1) “Point” stage: Generating specific cases for 
each core technology and accumulating know-
how as “points” 

(2) “Line” stage: Deployment and development 
like “lines” including know-how in target 
business areas of each core technology 

(3) “Surface” stage: Deployment and development 
like “surface” with a platform organically 
linking core technologies 

As described above, we are aiming to create a 
platform with deployment and development from 
points to lines, and then lines to surfaces (Figure 2). 
The platformization of natural-language dialogue 

technology is being driven through the process 
described above. This technology was used in 2012 
with “Shabette Concier,” after which NTT DOCOMO 
began offering a natural-language dialogue platform 
after improving performance and accumulating 
know-how using data collected from several hun-
dred million instances of use. In 2015, we developed 
the communication toy “OHaNAS®*12” jointly with 
Tomy Company. Then in 2016, we began provid-
ing the “Oshaberi Robot for Biz,” a customizable 
service to which companies can add their unique 
scenarios, and then in 2017, we jointly developed 
the “ATOM®*13” communications robot with Ko-
dansha, Tezuka Productions, FUJI SOFT and VAIO. 
In this way, our developments went from “point” 
to “line.” Then in 2018, our developments moved 
from “line” to “surface” with the deployment of the 
AI agent API*14, which is the core of the AI agent 
platform, and was achieved by organically linking 

Providing individual instances of 
core technologies, accumulating 
know-how

Line-like deployment and development 
including know-how in target business 
areas of each core technology

Domain A Domain B Domain C

Domain EDomain D

Surface-like deployment and development 
with a platform organically linking core 
technologies

Technology A Technology B Technology C

Domain A
Domain B

Domain C

Technology A Technology B Technology C
AI platform

Technology A Technology B Technology C

 

*11 SDSI: A joint industry-academic program to support collabo-
ration between the Graduate School of Engineering at Stan-
ford University and companies involved in data science and
big data. 

 
 

*12 OHaNAS®: A registered trademark of TOMY Company, Ltd. 
*13 ATOM®: A registered trademark of Kodansha Ltd. 
*14 API: A general-purpose interface for using functions and data. 
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Table 1  Characteristics of the three engines 

Prediction engine Behavior analysis technology enables timely provision of information tailored to individ-
uals. 

Multipurpose dialogue 
engine 

Natural language processing technology enables provision of services through natural 
dialogue. 

IoT access control  
engine 

Device Web API technology enables control of IoT devices with different communication 
standards from a single application. 

Device Web API: A mechanism that achieves linkage between various devices discussed and studied by the Device Web API Consortium,  
which consists of 120 participant companies (as of July 2018). 

the separate prediction engine and IoT access con-
trol engine AI core technologies.  

3. Specific Examples of  
NTT DOCOMO AI 

3.1 AI Agent 
1) AI Agent API 
As part of our medium-term strategy to 2020, 

the “Declaration beyond,” we are developing and 
providing the “AI agent API” to form the core of 
the platform to achieve the new AI agent that will 
transform the lifestyles of our customers [3]. This 
API is the basic system for creating the new AI 
agent, and consists of the prediction engine, a 

multipurpose dialogue engine, and the IoT access 
control engine (Table 1). Part of the NTT group 
AI technology “corevo®*15” is used for the predic-
tion engine and the multipurpose dialogue engine. 
Also, we have been promoting the “DOCOMO 

AI Agent Open Partner Initiative” as a joint de-
velopment for a new “open for services and devic-
es” service provision style based on the audio in-
terface by making this API openly available. With 
this initiative, we are aiming for the following three 
points by making the services and the API for 
device providers that NTT DOCOMO has fostered 
to date openly available (Figure 3). 
•  To create new service experiences for end-
users through text and audio 

AI agent API

Smartphone
Tablet Various devices

Various services

Partners
(Service providers, manufacturers etc.)

Retail Eating 
out Finance Transport

etc…

NTT 
DOCOMO

Open for services

Open for devices
(1) Providing AI agent to 

NTT DOCOMO customers

(2) Providing AI agent to 
partner company devices

(3) Providing customer 
contact to service providers

AI agent 
(character and device) AI agent API Services

Prediction 
engine

Multipurpose 
dialogue engine

IoT access 
control engine

Finance Transport
Department 

store
Retail

NewsTransit 
guidanceGourmet

Fortune-
telling

InformationEntertainment

I really want XX

[Main agent] [Expert agent]

Provided by partners

NTT 
DOCOMO 

service

 

Figure 3  Generating new services by making AI agent API openly available 

 
 
 
 
 
 

*15 corevo®: A registered trademark of Nippon Telegraph and Tel-
ephone Corporation. 
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<Application top screen> <Information screen> <Dialogue screen>

The Google Chrome logo is a trademark or registered trademark of Google LLC.
 

•  To build win-win business relationships with 
partner companies 

•  To shorten the development period for AI 
agent services 

2) The my daiz AI Agent Service 
Using the aforementioned AI agent API etc., 

NTT DOCOMO began providing the “my daiz” AI 
agent service in the spring of 2018, which enables 
NTT DOCOMO or partner companies to provide 
optimized suggestions with appropriate timing by 
the AI agent understanding the information that 
customers seek.  
This service makes possible to provide custom-

ers with optimized suggestions with appropriate 
timing by understanding each customer (Figure 4) 
such as: 
•  Sounding an alarm early, once weather and 
traffic information is understood if it looks 
like commuting to work or school might 
take time due to rain 

•  Purchasing insufficient food supplies through 
Internet shopping and having them delivered 
to the home 

•  Providing weather and peripheral information 
of destinations as well as travel bookings 

3.2 AI Taxi 
For taxi drivers to increase their income, it’s 

important to find passengers efficiently in unfamil-
iar areas or timeslots to reduce the time the taxi 
is vacant and maximize the time it’s engaged. To 
address this issue, NTT DOCOMO has begun com-
mercially providing “AI taxi” developed technology 
to predict taxi passenger demand in particular areas 
using past taxi operational data and NTT DOCOMO’s 
real time population statistics data generated from 
cellular networks. This enables taxi drivers to keep 
track of changing passenger demand in real time 
and operate their taxis more efficiently.  
This technology uses data input of real time 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4  my daiz 
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Figure 5  Demand prediction and taxi movement 

Figure 6  Anticipated effects of AI taxi 

population statistics, weather forecasts, past taxi 
passenger rates, and uses deep learning to effec-
tively extract latent feature values*16 and then 
perform regression. Then in combination with the 
Vector Auto Regressive model (VAR, also multi-
variate autoregression model), the technology es-
timates taxi demand in 500 m mesh*17 units 30 
minutes in the future (the number of passengers 

predicted to be picked up in the mesh) (Figures 5, 6). 
In field trials, we confirmed 93 to 95% accura-

cy of these predictions, and there was an approx-
imately JPY 1,400 average sales increase per day 
per driver for drivers using the prediction system. 

3.3 AI Stamp Rally 
The way people acquire tourism information has 

Area with high demand 
predicted 30 minutes in 

the future

Low demand

Medium demand

High demand

 
 

(1) Shortened taxi passenger 
waiting time

(2) Response to extraordinary 
situations

(3) Eliminating variation in driver skill (4) Improved efficiency and 
productivity

Delay

Accident
Excellent 

drivers
Ordinary 
drivers

Boarding ratio

Raising 
efficiency

Alternative 
transport method

Congestion

 
 

*16 Feature values: Values extracted from data, and given to that
data to give it features. 

*17 Mesh: A grid dividing the country into square sections, along
lines of latitude and longitude. 
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Figure 7  AI stamp rally service image 

changed dramatically with the spread of smartphones 
and social networking services. Hence, disseminat-
ing information about sightseeing requires not on-
ly publication in conventional travel magazines or 
posting on Web sites, but also requires new and 
more efficient methods.  
To provide value as a sightseeing information 

dissemination method using dialogue AI technology, 
NTT DOCOMO developed “AI Stamp Rally™*18” 
with partners, which disseminates sightseeing in-
formation in conversation with dialogue AI (chat 
bot) on social networking services with many us-
ers and achieves a stamp rally using image recogni-
tion AI, and performed trials of this service in Ishi-
nomaki city in Miyagi Prefecture from March to 
August 2018 (Figure 7). This service is available on 
social networking services prior to sightseeing so 
that users can find out recommended information 

about sightseeing or events while enjoying con-
versation with a character (dialogue AI) before 
setting out. Users can tour around sightseeing spots 
while enjoying a bingo rally by taking photographs, 
and easily find out the closest dining and sights 
from location information. After sightseeing, it’s 
also possible to find out about new sightseeing in-
formation such as events. 
Main advantages compared to conventional 

sightseeing spot information dissemination are: 
(1) Effective information dissemination: Infor-
mation disseminated to individuals in con-
versation by dialogue AI 

(2) Attract tourists, generate migration: Attract 
tourists and generate migration to sightsee-
ing spots with stamp rallies 

(3) Information acquisition: Acquire tourist at-
tribute information and migration information 

LINE and the LINE logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of LINE Corporation.

(1) Sightseeing 
information disseminated 

in conversation

(2) Touring a town while capturing sightseeing 
spot images in a stamp rally

(3) Acquisition of tourist attributes and 
touring time information in dialogue

(4) Continually linked 
with the users, 
disseminating 

tourism information

Before sightseeing During sightseeing After sightseeing

BINGO! Prize exchange 
in the town

 
 

*18 AI Stamp Rally™: A trademark of NTT DOCOMO, INC. 
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Figure 8  AI stamp rally Web API linkage image 

through conversation with dialogue AI and 
stamp rallies 

(4) Generate constant contact: Create contact 
through connection on social networking ser-
vices to continually disseminate information 

Figure 8 describes an image of the AI stamp rally 
Web API linkage. With the Web API, NTT DOCOMO’s 
dialogue AI links with image recognition AI to 
recognize images of sightseeing spots with deep 
learning, and stamp rally systems developed by 
partners. According to the details of the conversa-
tion, the dialogue AI responds to the users, for 
example, by disseminating sightseeing information 
or providing stamp rally functions. In future, this 
service will make it possible to achieve more ad-
vanced and effective sightseeing information dis-
semination by linking existing sightseeing spot 
services and data using the Web API. 

3.4 Disease Prevention and Early 
Discovery 

Many diseases, including lifestyle-related dis-
eases, are caused by a complex interaction between 

congenital genetic factors and acquired environ-
mental factors such as lifestyles and living envi-
ronments. To prevent the onset or progression of 
diseases, it is desirable to predict the risk of future 
onset of diseases by evaluating the current state of 
the individual’s health from periodic monitoring for 
any signs or abnormalities of physiological data in 
which genetic and environmental factors are re-
flected.  
Pregnancy complications*19 including preterm 

birth, gestational diabetes and hypertensive disor-
ders of pregnancy are social issues that affect one 
in five pregnant women in Japan, but so far no 
fundamental preventive or therapeutic methods 
have been discovered. Taking the initiative to ad-
dress this issue, NTT DOCOMO has embarked on 
“Maternity Log Study” collaborating with Tohoku 
University Tohoku Medical Megabank Organiza-
tion to investigate the differences between preg-
nant women who develop pregnancy complica-
tions and those who don’t to exhaustively analyze 
big data on both genetic and environmental fac-
tors [4] [5]. This initiative entails working on iden-
tifying risk factors for pregnancy complications 

Dialogue 
AI

Image 
recognition 

AI

Stamp rally 
system

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

*19 Pregnancy complication: Refers to diseases associated with preg-
nancy, and can include diseases that existed prior to a person
becoming pregnant, or diseases that occur during pregnancy. 
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Figure 9 “Maternity Log Study” overview 

and constructing prediction models for disease on-
set by integrated analysis of a wide variety of data 
such as the DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA)*20 and 
RiboNucleic Acid (RNA)*21, metabolites in urine 
and plasma*22, oral cavity bacterial flora*23, life log 
including activity and sleep etc., and diagnostic in-
formation such as medical records of pregnant wom-
en (Figure 9). In the future, we would like to con-
tribute not only to the improvement of the health 
of pregnant women but also to the extension of 
the healthy life expectancy*24 of more people by 
using the knowledge obtained from this research 
to prevent the onset of disease in both non-pregnant 
women and men.  

4. Future Outlook 
Toward the Beyond 2020, we envisage the arrival 

of a convenient and comfortable society in which 
AI is integrated throughout society in various ways 
(Figure 10). Thus, we will work with our partners 
to develop core technologies and services so that 
NTT DOCOMO can play a driving role in the re-
alization and growth of this coming society. 
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Figure 10  A convenient and comfortable society in which AI is integrated throughout society in various ways 
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*23 Bacterial flora: A collection of bacteria growing in a certain
environment. 

*24 Healthy life expectancy: The expected period of good health
in daily life. 
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